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SDSU Office of
Career Development
launches Handshake
ALLISON VINSON
Reporter
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Parking Services continues to command
traffic with growing student population
IAN LACK
Reporter
More than 12,000 students. More
than 7,000 cars on campus. More
than 170 vehicle parking lots. Only
five parking ambassadors.
South Dakota State’s Parking
Services has its work cut out.
In April 2010, SDSU’s Parking
Services was created and took up
the responsibility of issuing parking permits on campus. In the fall
of 2012, Parking Services began
ticketing vehicles weekdays from
7 a.m. to 4 p.m., splitting this responsibility between parking ambassadors and University Police

Department officers.
Jason Soren, Parking Services
administrator, estimates between
20 to 30 tickets are issued to drivers parked on campus every day.
He said Parking Services makes
an effort to cover all lots within a
week, but often prioritizes reserved
lots because its occupants often
pay higher fees for those spaces.
Soren noticed a correlation
between the number of citations
and time of day. He said Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays have
more citations administered because more students attend classes. Adverse weather like snow and
rain as well as popular on-cam-

pus events also contribute to an increase in tickets.
Parking Services employs just
five parking ambassadors, both
student and non-student, to issue
citations to illegally-parked cars
across the campus. UPD distributes citations after business hours
and on weekends.
The most common parking offense Soren sees on campus involves parking permits.
“The most common violations
we see is one for no-permit parking
or a ‘wrong-permit-in-a-wrong-lot’
violation,” Soren said.

Continued to A6

A handshake is no longer just a handshake at South
Dakota State University.
Handshake, a new job search database, was implemented through the Office of Career Development
and could bring a whole new career bracket to students. This database replaces Jacks Career Link.
Junior Hunter Klontz, an agriculture education
major and career development ambassador, created
a Handshake profile and received suggestions for internships that most closely matched her major and
interests. Klontz applied to an internship through the
employment software after its launch Sept. 2, 2016.
“There’s a lot more opportunities on Handshake
than any other place I’ve seen,” Klontz said. “It’s student-based, so it kind of revolves around us, so it’s
not open to everyone, it’s just us.”
Handshake had humble beginnings. Garret Lord,
a Michigan Technological Institute student, wanted to work at a technology company in Silicon Valley,
but knew it would be hard to connect with employers
in California. With that in mind, Lord and a team of
computer engineers co-founded Handshake and created a network that spans all across the nation.
“[W]e have employers from across the country
connecting with South Dakota State University now
that have not historically recruited here,” said Sherry
Fuller Bordewyk, the associate director of career development,
According to Handshake’s website, the database
contains more than 1.5 million student profiles at 110
U.S. universities and has posted more than 400,000
job opportunities to-date.
The Office of Career Development is in the early
stages of working with Handshake, but staff members
are dedicated to assisting the SDSU student population with navigating the job market.
Bordewyk emphasized the importance of planning a well-thought-out strategy for moving through
the job market before graduation.
“You’re going to be looking for work for the rest of
your lives, whether it’s an internship or an entry-level position,” Bordewyk said. “Or at some point you’re
going to want more responsibility, more pay, I mean
there’s all sorts of reasons.”
She encouraged students to learn the fundamentals of job searching: resume writing, good interviewing skills and learning how to search for jobs.
“Another mission that we have is really to serve as
a bridge between students, who are the ‘talent,’ and
employers, who provide the opportunity,” Bordewyk
said. “Most people attend college so that they can be
equipped to be competitive in the marketplace for a
job when they graduate, and we want to do our part
to connect students with those opportunities.”

President Dunn puts spin on inauguration
Students celebrate with food, music, Frisbees
GARRETT AMMESMAKI

Reporter

The thought of presidential inaugurations may
bring to mind black ties,
champagne glasses and
expensive jewelry flashing
underneath dim and refined chandelier lighting.
But President Barry
Dunn is doing something
different and making his
inauguration for the record books.
“This one is pretty unusual,” Dunn said.
The plan for the inauguration is to break the
world record for most
Frisbee’s thrown at the
same time. Dunn and
Jamison Lamp, events
coordinator, are hoping
2,000 students and faculty
will help break the record.
But Dunn isn’t just
counting Frisbees.
“We’re going to have
fun,” Dunn said. “Having
fun will count the most.”
The Frisbee throw
is at 5 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. 28, on the Jackrabbit Green. The event starts
with yard games hosted by
Greek Life. All students
and faculty are encouraged to arrive at 4 p.m. for
the games, which include
giant Jenga, bean bags and
ladder golf.
There will be a free

CLARIFICATION:

picnic afterward and Jackstock, an outdoor music
festival, will be later in the
evening.
Dunn learned how to
throw Frisbees during his
freshman year at SDSU
and for his inauguration
he wanted to share that
experience with students.
“We have to take things
seriously and work hard at
all we do,” Dunn said, “but
we also need to know how
to have fun.”
Lamp said the best way
for students to help out is
to show up.
“It’s a momentous
event and historic when
it happens, and I think
taking part in that event
when you have the opportunity is important,” Lamp
said.
Kendra Black, an exploratory studies major,
said she wasn’t sure if she
would want to partake in
the ceremony.
“It’s funny,” Black said.
“(But) I’d rather watch.”
The official inaugural
ceremony will take place
at 3 p.m. Thursday, Sept.
29, on the Coolidge Sylvan
Green. Students and faculty are invited to listen to
President Dunn’s speech
PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
and witness him take his
Workers install a repainted gate at the Sylvan Theatre to prepare for the inauguration of SDSU President Barry Dunn Monday Sept. 19. The
place as the 20th presistudent-led activities will begin at 4 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 28, on the Jackrabbit Green. The official inaugural ceremony will take place at 3 p.m.
dent of the university.
Thursday, Sept. 29, on the Coolidge Sylvan Green.

In the story “New software provides link between students, clubs,” the web application discussed in the article is Collegiate Link not Campus Link.
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DAILY CRIME LOG
9.7.16
• 6 p.m. @ Waneta Hall.
Sexual Assault.
9.11.16
• 12:44 a.m. @ Student
Union. Underage
Consumption. Fleeing.
• 12:52 a.m. @ Student
Union. 4 Underage
Consumptions. Open
Container.
• 2:00 a.m. @ Young Hall. 5
Alcohol Policy Violations.
• 9:36 p.m. @ Dana J.
Dykhouse Stadium. Theft.
9.12.16
• 12:22 p.m. @ Student
Union. Petty Theft.
9.13.16
• 10:17 a.m. @ FarmHouse.
Fire Alarm.
9.14.16
• 8:15 a.m. @ McCrory
Gardens. Intentional
Property Damage - Garden
Signage.
9.16.16
• 4:41 p.m. @ SE Lot – H2H3. Intentional Property
Damage - Motor Vehicle.
9.17.16
• 2:50 p.m. @ North
Tailgate. Underage
Consumption. False
Impersonation. Open
Container.
• 4:05 p.m. @ Tailgate Area.
2 Underage Consumptions.
1 Open Container.
• 5:30 p.m. @ Tailgate Area.
7 Underage Consumptions.
2 False Impersonations.
• 7:14 p.m. @ Dana J.
Dykhouse Stadium. Simple
Assault.
• 8:35 p.m. @ Binnewies
Hall. Underage
Consumption.
• 9:11 p.m. @ Hyde Hall.
Underage Consumption.
• 11:45 p.m. @ Pierson Hall.
Underage Consumption.

Classifieds
WORK STUDY POSITION:
Newspaper carrier wanted.
Work approximately 4 hours
on Wednesdays delivering
The Collegian to more than
100 on and off campus sites,
beginning after 2:00 p.m. until
the delivery route is completed. Must have valid driver’s
license. Vehicle will be provided. Route will be shared
between two people. Must be
able to lift 10 pounds. Pay is
$10/hour.

SDSU officials
investigating
sexual assault
in Waneta Hall
KATHERINE CLAYTON
Editor-in-Chief
The second sexual assault of the
fall semester is currently under a
Title IX investigation.
The assault took place in Waneta Hall Sept. 5 at 3 p.m. It was
reported Sept. 7.
The Jeanne Clery Act obligates South Dakota State University and other universities to
inform students of any crime
that occurs on or around the
campus. However, this instance
did not require university officials to send out a timely alert
email.
According to Don Challis,
vice president of safety and security, a timely warning was not
needed due to “the nature of incident, it didn’t pose an ongoing
threat to the community.”
Michelle Johnson, title IX
and equal opportunity coordinator, and the Title IX office are
looking into the situation.
Johnson could not comment
on the details of the incident,
but she reminded students that
sexual assault encompasses a variety of actions, and “it doesn’t
necessarily mean there was penetration or there was sex.”

Editor’s note: This article was
published online Wednesday,
Sept. 14.
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New human
biology
major gives
competitive
edge to
students
LAURA BUTTERBRODT
Reporter
South Dakota State University officials have
repackaged the biology major to give students a more hands-on experience and become more competitive when they enter
the workforce or apply to medical school.
Previously, the biology major had two
specializations: secondary education or
pre-professional. Last fall the pre-professional specialization was renamed and added as a separate major: human biology.
It features much of the same curriculum,
but the title now shows employers specific courses that students who study in this
field took.
“Changing the name was one piece of it,”
said Greg Heiberger, undergraduate program manager in the Department of Biology and Microbiology. “But really a lot of
the work has been happening over the last
five or 10 years and will continue to happen, certainly, as we now have this standalone major.”
A human biology major can lead students into different professions, such as
doctors, chiropractors, dentists, morticians,
physician’s assistants and biomedical researchers, Heiberger said. There are about
300 students in the major.
Majoring in human biology combines
a regular biology degree with specialized
classes like immunology, medical microbiology, cellular molecular biology, human cadaver research labs and cancer biology. Biology majors at SDSU are also required to complete a capstone senior research project that assists students in learning about communication and extensive biological research.
These courses offer students a more diverse and focused education that, combined
with the capstone, will better prepare them
for the required Medical College Administration Test (MCAT) and for their future
careers in the health field.
Volker Brözel, biology and microbiology department head, said the school has always had success in placing students into
medical programs but wanted to do even
better.
“It’s a very competitive world out there,”
Brözel said. “Students at hundreds of universities are trying to be accepted into these
programs, so we sat down a couple of years
ago and started thinking, ‘What are pieces we can add to make our graduates more
competitive and push up our level of acceptance into their career tracks?’”
Department officials said SDSU is the
only university in the region offering human biology, and the opportunities for
hands-on learning such as anatomy internships, peer mentoring and teaching assistant positions give students additional learning experiences that benefit them in
the long run.
The peer-mentoring program was especially beneficial to Develyn Vetos, senior human biology major, when she was a
freshman.
“Having my peer mentor to look up to,
ask questions and confide in gave me that
resource that I was missing,” Vetos said.
“Our program is one of the only programs
that offer peer mentors in the First Year
Seminar classes and it could not have been
more vital to my success my first year here.”
Senior human biology major Austin
Benson said students get many meaningful
opportunities. He enjoyed his time in the
anatomy program.
“It was an amazing experience to not
only learn anatomy on cadavers but to help
in the dissecting process,” Benson said.
“Most students from other schools don’t
have this opportunity until they begin professional school.”
Hannah Klinkhammer, a senior in human biology, said she appreciates her time
as an anatomy intern and a peer mentor to
freshmen majoring in human biology. She
credits much of her success to professors
and advisers for challenging her and helping her grow as a student.
According to department statistics, of
the students who meet the U.S. average
for grades and MCAT scores, 91 percent
of them are accepted into M.D. programs,
compared to the national acceptance rate of
46 percent. Additionally, 82 percent of all
SDSU human biology students meet U.S.
grade and MCAT averages.
“It’s not what’s in the textbook,” Brözel said. “It’s probably all the same textbook
(across the country). It’s how it’s applied.”
Sophomore Meghan Schenk said she
wants to be an emergency room doctor but
also wants to do research. She said SDSU
has already given her the skills to be prepared to do both.
“My favorite experience so far was definitely cancer biology,” Schenk said. “I’ve
never felt so lit up by the material I was
learning. I went home and loved studying
because it felt so relevant.”
A new course, developmental biology,
will be added to the curriculum next fall.
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The Gender and Sexualities Alliance, formerly the Gay-Straight Alliance, recently transitioned to the new name
to include all types of gender and sexual identities. GSA meets every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in Wagner 125.

GSA name change
encourages inclusivity
KATHERINE CLAYTON
Editor-in-Chief
A club on campus committed itself to include more groups through a recent name
change.
The members of the Gender and Sexualities Alliance, formerly known as the GayStraight Alliance, decided the name change
would include all types of students.
“It’s more inclusive and particularly our
original name only spoke on gay and straight
and although we do have our homosexuals
and heterosexuals, there’s a whole spectrum
of identities in between that were not being
represented by that name,” said Stephanie
Mills, sociology major and president of GSA.
She sees the name change as a positive
step for the club.
“I’m hoping it will make us a more approachable and welcoming group,” Mills
said. “... We want people of all identities and
from all backgrounds to come together and
be able to talk about these issues.”
The members were influenced to make
the change after the GSA Network changed
the name last year. This network provides
resources and assistance to organizations
similar to the on-campus group.
Weekly GSA meetings at 7:30 p.m. each
Wednesday in Wagner 125 consist of activities, discussion about issues the LGBT+
community is facing, body positivity and self
care, according to Mills.
In addition to the weekly meeting, the
group has several different subgroups that
focus on various topics. The subgroups include Living Outside the Boxes, Queer People of Color (QPOC), Mental Insequeerities
and Straight but not Narrow.
According to Mills, Living Outside the

Boxes is a group comprised solely of people who identify as transgender or nonbinary, people who do not identify as male or female.
QPOC is for people who identify as part
of the LGBT+ community and as a person of
color.
Mills wants to start a group this year focusing on mental health.
“My hopes for it are to have it be place
for it where we can share coping mechanisms, stories, mindfulness practices and
different techniques for dealing with mental health specific to the queer community,”
Mills said.
The final subgroup is Straight but not
Narrow. This group is dedicated to allies of
the LGBT+ community.
“They talk about specifically being an ally
to the community and how they can assist,
and kind of taking the space to be alone so
they’re not talking over queer voices,” Mills
said.
The club also incorporates community outreach. Last year, the group held a panel on LGBT+ issues where community members could ask questions in a safe space. Additionally, this summer following the shooting at the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Mills
and another member of the GSA held a candlelight vigil and collected and sent letters to
survivors.
Mills has many ideas she wants to put on
this semester, but ultimately, she wants the
GSA to be a safe space for people of all identities.
“The main thing I want is a sense of
community, acceptance and love I guess
with in my organization,” Mills said. “I want
it to be a healthy, happy space where people
can be happy with themselves.”
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Next Common Read event aims to bring awareness
BRIANNA SCHREURS
Reporter
The 2016 Common Read series opened using the acronym RAISE: resilience, awareness, identity, support and expression.
The next event of the Common Read series focuses on the
A in RAISE: awareness.
Starting at 7 p.m. on Sept.
21 in the Bailey Rotunda D, the
National Alliance on Mental
Illness (NAMI) is presenting
In-Our-Own-Voice, a program
to bring mental health awareness to South Dakota State students.

Two speakers from the
Sioux Falls NAMI will present on how to deal and recover
from mental illness by sharing
their personal experiences.
NAMI is an organization dedicated to improving
lives for the millions of Americans affected by mental illness. NAMI is a nonprofit organization that offers support
groups, activities and education for communities all over
the country.
Darcy Nichols, assistant
director of Wellness Center Counseling, said she hopes
mental illness education reduces the stigma of depression on

campus through the Common
Read events.
“It starts with educating
yourself. With education comes
the ability to communicate.
SDSU is embracing the challenge of supporting a population of 18- to 24-year-olds that
one in four have a diagnosable
illness,” Nichols said. “We hope
that more people are comfortable coming in [to counseling
services] and it leads to more
prevention of mental illness.”
This event aims to expose
students to the reality of depression, especially for college
students.
“Students are facing greater

stress than ever before which is
linked to a greater prevalence
of mental illness,” Nichols said.
Cameron Schroder, broadcast journalism major, believes
beginning a discussion on depression is important.
“It affects more people than
we know. The Common Read
events help me realize we are
not alone,” Schroder said.
The Wellness Center Counseling polled the SDSU freshmen class of 2015 last year
about their emotional state.
According to the survey results, “81 percent of SDSU students felt overwhelmed at college. 47 percent felt lonely and

24 percent felt depressed.”
The prevalence of mental illness is one of the reasons
Mary Beth Fishback wanted to
join the Common Read Committee this year. Fishback is
passionate about mental illness
advocacy, since she is the current board president of Sioux
Falls NAMI.
“The kick-off event was really well attended, over 600
people attended,” Fishback
said. “We are trying to get community of resources by presenting different options for students [through the Common
Read].”

Game Creation Organization encourages new skills, bonding

KUSHAGRA SINGH • The Collegian

Top: Members of Game Creation Organization attended a 3-D modeling workshop on Friday, Sept. 16. Bottom left: Alex Evans analyzes 3D models of a video game during a workshop. Bottom right: Tyler Russ, President of
Game Creation Organization, helps members to design and create video games. The group meets on Fridays at 5 p.m. in Daktronics Hall 370.

ALLISON VINSON
Reporter
The Game Creation Organization of
South Dakota State University strives to
build the confidence of aspiring video
game creators.
Members of the club desire to create
video games, and to increase their knowledge of computer programming. GCO
meets in Daktronics Hall 370 every Friday at 5 p.m.
One of the organization’s main goals is
to create video games through teamwork
and relationship building.
According to Tyler Russ, senior electrical engineering major and GCO president, the mission of the club is “to design
and create video games to demonstrate
that collaboration can bring a vision to
reality.”
Russ began GCO four years ago
during his freshman year as a hobby for
programming video games.

He met current senior computer science major Alex Staebell while they
both lived in the Honors Residence Hall
their freshman year, and discovered that
they shared the common interest of video game development. Together they cofounded the GCO, and it has been running ever since.
However, not all members of the club
started with a knowledge or enthusiasm
for computer programming.
One of the goals in the mission statement of GCO is to design and create video games, and senior mechanical engineering major Bradley Schroeder reflected on his prior dislike and lack of skill for
computer programming.
Since joining GCO last year, Schroeder has gained an interest in coding. The
club gave him the opportunity to program, and it eventually became fun for
him.
“Anyone who wants to make a game
can jump in and we’ll give you the tool

work and the necessary knowledge and
you can get going,” Schroeder said.
GCO hosts an array of events throughout the year, including Staebell’s favorite
event, the Summer Game Jam.
The goal of the event is to create a video game in 48 hours. Staebell said it facilitates “a lot of camaraderie building, lots
of relationship building.”
The organization members are careful
in creating an environment where everyone is welcome. Member Zachary Schroeder describes GCO as one of his favorite clubs.
“Everybody here is extremely nice and
friendly and if you have questions with
homework or anything they will be more
than happy to help you,” he said.
Students interested in getting involved are welcome to attend the meetings, and outside of club meetings, Staebell said, members are encouraged to develop their skills.
“The most rewarding experience for

Brookings: a place of entertainment
TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor
The South Dakota State campus is a large part of Brookings
with plenty of activities to offer,
but there are still options for
students outside of campus.
Students who attend SDSU
come from different types of
towns or cities. Sam VanOrman, freshman human biology major, said a person’s opinion about Brookings depends
on where they’re from.
“It’s about the same from
where I come from, so there
isn’t much change in things to
do around here,” VanOrman
said.
People can go to many places off campus to get away from
campus life or relax, such as
the Dakota Nature Park and
Larson Park.
The Dakota Nature Park

features walking and bike trails
and a center where people can
rent fishing rods, kayaks, canoes and other outdoor gear.
Larson Park features walking trails as well as an 18-hole
disc golf course. There is also
a basketball court, playground
area and a field to play croquet.
Brookings has entertainment venues including clothing
boutiques, coffee shops, salons,
hunting stores, bars and trails.
Other options include Cinema 5 Movie Theatre and Prairie Lanes Bowling Alley.
SDSU has programs and
events almost every weekend.
Adam Karnopp, director of orientation, puts together “Weekend Stuff ” activities for students to attend.
Weekend Stuff was created
to make sure there was always
something on the weekends for
students to attend. Karnopp

and his team try to scan the environment and contact clubs
across campus to see what is
going on for the weekend.
Karnopp mostly focuses on
events and programs happening on campus, but he has advertised events held off campus too.
“I don’t plan against people, I find out what they have
planned and then I fill in the
gaps with my events,” Karnopp
said.
Weekend Stuff is widely
advertised throughout campus.
There are signs hanging in the
Market in The Union as well
as posters with Friday and Saturday events in the residence
halls across campus. There is
also a “Weekend Stuff ” Facebook page, which keeps students up to date on events happening around them.

me being involved in GCO would be the
people I’ve met throughout the years,”
Staebell said. “I think what I really got
out of it was me coming out of my shell a
little bit … that helped me be a little more
confident as a developer and just take
pride in what I do in my free time.”

“

Anyone who wants to
make a game can jump in
and we’ll give you the tool
work and the necessary
knowledge and you can get
going.

Bradley Schroeder
Senior

SA proposes changes to
excused absence policies

Job interviews to fall under requirement
TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor
Interviews are an integral part
of the job-searching process.
For college students preparing
for graduation, many of them
have to schedule those interviews, usually landing during
the workweek.
Students may get excused
absences for professional interviews later this year if Students’ Association senators
get their way.
The excused absence policy will only work for students
applying for a career, not an
everyday job, said SA President Ally Helms.
There’s no policy set forth
yet for the excused absence as

university officials continue to
review the proposal.
Helms also announced Interim Provost Dennis Hedge
will talk at a future SA meeting to update senators on policy changes for SGR and IGR
requirements.
Finance Chair Nick Lorang updated senators about a
change to the General Activity Fee (GAF). The GAF is the
same as last year, though the
athletics portion decreased by
39 cents. Other parts of the
GAF increased to balance the
fund out.
The next SA meeting will
be 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 26, in
the Lewis and Clark Room in
the Upper Level of the Union.
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Editorial

JACKS
REACT

Issue:
There’s nothing to do but bar hop after 11 p.m. in Brookings.
There’s nothing to do in Brookings for people under 21 years old after 11 p.m.
Maybe not nothing, but there’s a general
lack of activities for sure.
This situation makes it seem like Brookings can be a pretty boring place. We, at
The Collegian, don’t think Brookings is
boring, but there are definite ways for it to
improve and include more people in the
Brookings community.
Students who arrive at South Dakota State from smaller towns generally see
Brookings as a gold mine for new and exciting things to do. There’s a thriving downtown life, weekly community events and
even a Wal-Mart. People can spend hours
each weekend building forts inside the super store.
But students coming from larger cities and metropolitan areas see Brookings
as “small town USA” and there’s not much
here relative to urban areas. Even the library isn’t open past midnight.
This leaves students under 21 without a
place to go for late night hang out sessions

except for the bowling alley or the occasional “Underage Rage” at the 9 Bar and Club.
Not everyone wants to switch between the
two.
We, at The Collegian, think Brookings
would benefit from opening an 18 and older lounge. This type of environment would
be open to students where they can go and
hang out without spending an outrageous
amount of money or in a party atmosphere
like the 9 Bar and Club. Alcohol could still
be offered to people who are legally able to
drink and want to be in that type of environment.
The layout of Brookings also limits who
can partake in activities. Because Brookings is so spread out, it’s almost impossible
to get somewhere quickly without a vehicle.
Students who come to SDSU without a car
are forced to walk however many miles to
pick up food at Walmart or bribe a friend to
catch a ride.
Public transportation would be helpful
to people who need rides, and not just the
BATA Bus. Something that’s on a consistent

schedule would help—and students could
purchase a bus pass, like a parking pass, to
help pay for the system. Bonus: this would
help relieve pressure on parking at SDSU.
Even entertainment events skip over a
large demographic of people when a wider range of music genres aren’t played, or
when mainly “small town” events are put
on. There needs to be an inclusive effort to
appeal to more diverse interests.
But Brookings is a diamond in the
rough. There are tons of stuff for people to
enjoy here such as bars, bike trails and the
outdoors, bowling, ice skating, the movie theater and a fun, hipster collection of
downtown shops.
The only problem is that some people
can’t access these fun things, and they’re
not open late enough for night-owls.
We, at The Collegian, believe Brookings has a lot to offer, but there isn’t much
accommodating a wider range of people.
That can change if people in the community helps bring about change.
P.S. We also want a Target.

“Do you think
Brookings is
boring? Why or
why not?”

“No, because there’s a lot to do.
There are a lot of activities and
sports games to attend on campus.
It’s like one big party!”

Katie Vandewater

Animal Science Pre-Med
Freshman

Stance:

Brookings has stuff to do, but events and activities need to be
more accessible to people under 21 and who don’t own a vehicle.

The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

Defining terrorism: a question of politics
BENJAMIN HUMMEL
Columnist
An explosion rocked the Chelsea neighborhood of Manhattan Saturday night. Twenty-nine people were injured from the bomb,
but all were hospitalized and released the following morning.
Then, not hours later, a man dressed as a
security guard approached and stabbed nine
people in St. Cloud, Minnesota. All victims
from the St. Cloud event only sustained minor injuries.
Even though there was no death toll, spotlights continue to shine on police officials and
politicians, asking what happened and why it
could not have been stopped.
In New York, Mayor Bill de Blasio was
asked whether the bomb was a terror attack
and said that would depend on what one considered terrorism.
“A bomb exploding in New York is obviously an act of terrorism,” de Blasio said, but
admitted there was no substantive evidence
linking the attacks to international terror
groups such as ISIS.
This leaves many people asking just what

exactly terrorism is, and due to both recent
events and the quagmire that is American
politics, there is no easy answer.
In my opinion, any act meant to intimidate the American public, whether by religious extremists, criminals or homegrown
terror groups, should be considered one of
terror.
The word terrorism has taken on a whole
new, culturally-constructed meaning in the
last 15 years since 9/11. That day marked a
new era for both American policy on security
and our attitude toward foreign powers.
Our security seemingly depended on our
intervention, and suppression of insurgencies
in the world abroad, prompting the United
States to enter Iraq and Afghanistan.
Terrorism, as defined by the Code of Federal Regulations, is “the unlawful use of force
and violence against persons or property to
intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in
furtherance of political or social objectives.”
This definition can be applied to any
number of heinous acts, which is a problem when trying to identify different types of
crimes. If we go by the definition above, at-

tacks like the Sandy Hook Elementary School
shooting, the Charleston Church Shooting
and bombings are technically terrorist attacks. And none one of these attacks were
tied to ISIS.
As some sort of unspoken rule, they do
not amount to the same kind of severity as
terror linked to groups such as ISIS, or in the
past Al-Qaeda, despite larger death tolls on
average from homegrown terror.
Recent political rhetoric regarding Islamic Extremists have transformed the American idea of terrorism to be synonymous with
jihadists such as Osama Bin Laden or Saddam Hussein. Unfortunately, terrorists are not
just one isolated group of terrorists we have
waged a war against.
Terrorists exist in America as well.
In order to truly deal with the core moral problems with terrorism, we must regard
each and every category of it as equally imposing against our ideals as a nation.
Benjamin Hummel is an English and speech
& communications major at SDSU and can be
reached at benjamin.hummel@jacks.sdstate.edu.

College students procrastinate their time away
KENDRA HINTON
Columnist
To me, deadlines don’t seem all that real until
they’re staring me in the face.
I know when due dates are coming up—
be it for assignments, papers, projects or
getting a payment in. I usually have them
marked down in my calendar for things I
need to get done.
For the most part, if they’re more than
a week away, the louder part of my brain
says, “Oh, you don’t need to worry about
that yet.” It’s usually in the back of my mind
and I think about how I should get started
on it. But then something else (usually sleep
or Netflix) calls my attention away and then
a day or two before the deadline I end up
scrambling to get it done.
I know I’m not the only who thinks this
way. Many of my classmates and friends have
expressed similar feelings and we’ve swapped
stories of how late we stayed up the night before, how fast we got a paper done, finished
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it right before class, the list goes on. It’s become almost a point of pride or achievement
to see how close to a deadline we can complete something.
Though I am terribly guilty of procrastination, I recognize that this thought process
is damaging. I look with wonder at students
who complete their assignments early and
with enough time to actually edit their work
thoroughly before they turn it in.
These “kinds” of students are by no means
rare. But when I talk with my own classmates, for example, procrastination seems to
be far more common.
I’m generalizing here, but I’m curious at
what point we as students stopped caring so
much about actually putting in the work or
enjoying working.
For almost every paper I have to write, I
dread getting started on it. As an English major, I write a lot of papers.
I may even actually enjoy the topic, especially when I’m allowed to choose what
I want to research and write about, but the
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thought of starting the long process of researching, taking notes, brainstorming, writing the paper and then editing is so daunting
sometimes that I just keep putting it off.
I have to admit to already procrastinating this semester, about a month into classes. Part of that may be “senioritis” and just
wanting to be done with classes and graduated from university. But I know that this is the
time I should be working harder and getting
my work done earlier, so I can finish on time.
I have been thinking about procrastination a lot, which is partially why I chose to
write about it. Maybe if I put my words down
on paper, make the self-judgments real and
hold myself accountable, I can stop or at least
slow this plague of procrastination that has
been spreading and worsening throughout
the years.
Kendra Hinton is an English major at SDSU
and can be reached at kendra.hinton@jacks.sdstate.
edu.
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“The town of Brookings itself is
boring. The college is its own town
itself. Coming from Brookings,
I didn’t really have a chance to
go over to the college (before
attending). The university is a great
place with lots to do, but the town
itself is boring.”

Carter Mahlum

Business Economics
Sophomore

“It’s not boring, but (SDSU) is a
suitcase campus. There’s not a
whole lot to do on the weekends, but
there is a lot to get involved with on
campus.”

Madeline Oines
Pre-nursing
Freshman

“The town ... is on the boring side.
There’s not a whole lot of shops, and
not a lot that appeals to you to do
during the day.”

Sophie Kohlbeck

Apparel Merchandising
Freshman
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Students running on empty

Showing understanding toward others

RACHEL ASTLEFORD
Columnist

ALEX BOGER
Columnist

As college students, I think we can all
relate to dark circles under our eyes,
hardly any sleep and high stress levels.
Every major is difficult in its
own way and we are all spread too
thin sometimes. It’s especially hard
if you’re involved in extracurricular activities such as sports or clubs.
You just sit there in class and think
to yourself, “when am I going to eat
next?” or “I can’t remember the last
time I slept for eight full hours.”
We’re only human. There are going
to be days when we just can’t perform
our best, whether it be academically
or athletically.
That’s still one of the hardest
things for me to grasp.
I sometimes expect too much of
myself and if I’m running on no sleep
and no food, how am I supposed to
function and be at my best?
I simply can’t.
We lower the quality of our performances because we’ve given too much
of ourselves to be able to even function right.
I’ll be honest. My freshman year
was a breeze for me. Most of my classes were general education courses and
I didn’t struggle very much. Don’t get
me wrong, I worked hard, but nowhere near as hard as I work now.
This year is different. I consider
myself lucky if I get four to five hours
of sleep a night. I’m lucky if I eat three
meals during the day. But it’s not like

I’m the only one. I watch my roommate struggle with the same issues. I
know several of my friends who are in
the same boat. Honestly, it’s become
normal to run on empty.
The saddest thing has been that
I’ve been tempted to lower the quality
of my work, both in the classroom and
on the track, just to get by. I’m tempted to settle for less than my best.
Running on zero energy can be
dangerous. Our physical health and
mental health can both be negatively affected. It’s a problem we all deal
with. I know I’m not the only one
dealing with this problem, so what
can we do?
We need to celebrate every little
success.
You got an A on your last chemistry quiz? Celebrate.
You got through the whole week
without missing a class? Do a happy
dance.
You got a new personal record in
the weight room? Scream about it.
It may sound dumb to celebrate
the little things, but how else can we
expect to survive? That’s how we get
through not only college, but life. I
guess we just need to remind ourselves that it’s OK to celebrate the
small successes.
After all, isn’t it the small successes that lead to the tremendous ones?
Rachel Astleford is a nutrition & dietetics major at SDSU and can be reached
at rachel.astleford@jacks.sdstate.edu.

We often get caught up in our own little
world, filled with only our friends and
personal beliefs.
We don’t go out of our way to understand other people.
I firmly believe humans are, at their
core, good, and that most hate in the
world comes from a lack of understanding.
When people are raised in a sheltered environment with narrow-minded
influences, their understanding of people who aren’t like them is very limited.
They have never gotten to know anyone
from varying demographics, and their
upbringing has left them scared to engage with others different from them.
All of this can be avoided if we just
seek to understand and empathize with
people of different races and cultures.
By understanding what drives the
beliefs and biases of someone from another group, it helps deepen your understanding of them as humans.
In my belief, all humans want a
peaceful world.
And the best way for us to achieve
this perfect world we crave is to show
understanding and compassion to all
people.
If we can all extend the same compassion to everyone as we do to our
close family and friends, the world will
be a much better place for it.
Conflict can be a destructive force.
You cannot build a better planet by destroying it.

Some people will say that some humans are just bad, that some people
are hard-wired to want to kill people or
steal from them.
But the issue with this kind of thinking is that it’s rarely an internal force
that drives people when committing
these types of acts. When someone is interviewed after committing a hate crime
or terrorist attack, they frequently claim
political, financial or religious motives
for their attacks.
Many of these attacks come from a
misunderstanding about someone or a
group of people that is proliferated by
one’s peer group.
So what does this mean for you?
What I am trying to say is, before you
judge someone, try talking to them.
Try going to a Black Students Alliance meeting. Give the Feminist Equality Movement a try. Attend a Gender
and Sexualities Alliance meeting.
Seek to deepen your understanding
of the people around you.
Remember that when you talk to
someone, they have blood and skin just
like yours. They are just another person
who has their own beliefs and views and
feelings.
Another living, breathing human
being.
In the end, all we humans have is
each other. So why spend your time hating, when you could spend your time
understanding and empathizing?
Alex Boger is an agriculture & biosystems engineering graduate student at SDSU
and can be reached at alex.boger@jacks.sd-

Sorry, everyone, but you’re probably not beautiful
ELIF GABB
Opinion Editor
The “body positivity” movement has
gained considerable traction with the
general public over the past few years.
As someone who has struggled
with her weight and body image, seeing a movement that allows people to
celebrate and enjoy their appearance
is a welcome change from the normal
self-hatred expected by most people. I
can’t say I’ve been able to reach this level of body acceptance yet, but one day I
hope to get there.
However, while I agree with the
majority of the values and ideals this
movement encourages, there is one
thing I cannot accept.
I do not think everybody is beautiful.
Most body positivity followers I have

seen preach the idea that “everybody is
beautiful,” and we should treat everybody as such.
But to be quite frank, this just isn’t
true at all.
As a society, through cultural norms,
cultural standards, media influence and
a whole host of other reasons, we have
created an objective standard of beauty.
Hollywood, for example, is filled with
actors and models who adhere to this
standard. That’s why they’ve been able
to succeed in such a fickle business.
But how much of the general population is objectively beautiful like them?
Twenty percent? Ten percent? Five percent? One percent?
Whatever the number is, it isn’t big.
So is it fair to us mere, ordinary
mortals to treat ourselves as beautiful,
even though we aren’t?
Is it not unbearably cruel? By treat-

ing everyone as beautiful, we let people
entertain delusions of grandeur.
Not everyone can succeed in Hollywood. Not everybody is America’s Next
Top Model.
That’s just the way it is.
I believe that a person’s physical beauty is one of the least important things about them. There is an infinite number of intricacies that add up
to form a person.
However, the emphasis we place on
our outward appearances is phenomenal.
We all nod our heads in agreement
that a person’s physical beauty is of little importance. Yet, the plastic surgery
industry continues to boom.
We feel we have the right to comment on a celebrity’s body, face and
weight, even though we don’t know
them.

We put ourselves in “leagues” when
looking for a partner. We can refuse to
date a person because they aren’t in our
“league,” and another person can do the
exact same thing to us. Just look at Tinder. I don’t think anyone’s deciding on
personality when choosing which way
to swipe.
Perhaps what would be best is to rid
our society of the notion that “beautiful”
people even exist. Just recognizing the
fact that we all ended up on this planet
together is pretty spectacular — the fact
that we even exist is extraordinary.
But unless we experience a media
blackout due to an apocalyptic situation
hitting Western society, I think the concept of “beauty” will remain.
Elif Gabb is the Opinion Editor for The
Collegian and can be reached at egabb@sdsucollegian.com.
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Parking Services Specialist Jeff VanGerpen places a ticket onto a vehicle on Sept.
19. Typical violations include parking in the wrong lot or not having a permit.

>> PARKING TICKETS
Continued from A1
He said for these citations, a first offense
is typically set at $30 and for any following this, the price is increased to $50.
Other parking citations include
those for parking in an illegal space,
like a no-parking area or near a fire hydrant, parking in a disorderly way, parking without paying a meter or parking in
a handicap-only space without a permit.
Prices for these citations range from $30
to $200, the highest price being for illegal handicap parking.
If citations are not paid by a student within 10 days, a $10 fine is added to the existing citation. After 25 days,

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian

Ayub Kassim, a junior electronics and engineering major, talks his way out of a ticket with Parking Services Specialist Jeff VanGerpen on
Sept. 14. Kassim was about three minutes over the time limit when he came to talk with his adviser. VanGerpen let him go.

the charge is added to the student’s tuition on their account to be collected.
Students may appeal their citations online if they feel they were not at fault
for their citation or if they were not informed that their parking was against
regulation. The Parking Services office
sees about 30 to 40 requests for appeal
each month.
Derek Peterson, director of business
and auxiliary operations, said the money
goes to two places.
“The money is funneled back to support the parking services, the office and
staff and all of our software and equipment we use,” Peterson said. “Another
huge part of it goes back into (maintaining) the parking lots themselves.”
John Schuh, sophomore business

economics major, commutes to SDSU.
Schuh received a parking citation for
$30 two weeks ago for parking in a reserved lot after finding that the commuter lot located near the Animal Science
building was full.
“It takes three minutes for me to
get to campus, but sometimes it’s about
10 minutes just to find a parking spot,”
Schuh said. “The reserved parking lot by
Dairy Science is way bigger than the little commuter lot by Animal Science and
it’s almost never even half full.”
Jeff VanGerpen is a parking enforcement specialist for Parking Services and
has spent much of his time on SDSU’s
campus administering tickets for the
past two years.
“The more vehicles that you park

into a small area, the greater frustration
people feel, and that’s understandable,”
VanGerpen said. “Not everyone can have
a front row parking spot. But there are
always parking spots available, it’s just
not where people want it to be sometimes.”
Soren agreed that Parking Services is
not at fault and is only trying to keep order on campus.
“We aren’t ever out to get students or
faculty,” Soren said. “We’re just trying to
keep things safe here and in-control with
the 10,000 people we have on-campus.
We want everyone to have a great college experience here, even if they don’t
think about parking as something that is
a ‘college experience.’”

Students,
South Dakota Festival of Books makes
faculty able to its way to Brookings for the first time
reserve at The
Union again
ALLISON VINSON
Reporter

KATHERINE CLAYTON
Editor-in-Chief
The reservations at The Union
are back in business.
The Union is now accepting
reservations following a campus-wide server malfunction.
New reservations were able
to be placed in The Union starting Sept 15. This comes after
more than three weeks of The
Union and other departments
across campus scrambling to
find lost reservations and to rebook those reservations.
Students, faculty and staff
were asked to rebook their reservations at the respective location. If individuals forgot to reschedule their reservation, they
are able to attempt to re-reserve
the space for the event, according to an email from SDSU Central Reservations.
The campus reservation staff
has reentered more than 13,800
reservations since the crash.

This year marks the first time
the South Dakota Festival of
Books is being held in Brookings. Historically, the festival
took place in either Sioux Falls
or Deadwood.
The festival is Sept. 23 and
24 in Brookings. The events
are taking place on the SDSU
campus and in the Brookings
community. The exact locations can be found at sdbookfestival.com.
“To have that caliber of
writer in your backyard, on
your own college campus, and
to be able to see them for free,
is pretty great,” Jennifer Widman, director of the Center for
the Book at the South Dakota
Humanities Council said.

According to Widman,
most of the events are free, but
there are several events where
the audience is asked to buy a
ticket.
This year the One Book
South Dakota read is Some
Luck by Jane Smiley. Widman
describes the goal of One Book
South Dakota as “to try to get
as many people in the state to
read the same book as possible, and then come together in
groups to discuss it.”
Widman said the South
Dakota Humanities council provides books by working
with the publisher and ordering in bulk, and then libraries,
book clubs and historical societies, and now can apply for
a grant, the book is sent to the
group to borrow. The organizations can then discuss the

book in groups.
Smiley is a Pulitzer prize
winner with ties to the Midwest. Smiley’s book, the first in
a trilogy, takes place in Iowa.
Since this year is the 100th
anniversary of Pulitzer prizes,
a Pulitzer-prize winner was selected to be the One Book author, said Widman. Smiley will
lead the keynote at the SDSU
Performing Arts Center at
7:30 p.m. on Friday.
Jason McEntee, department head of the English Department, is currently on the
board of directors at the South
Dakota Humanities Council.
McEntee said since the
festival is in Brookings for the
first time, the SDSU English
Department is hosting the festival. This means that it has
access to many university fa-

cilities, such as rooms for sessions.
This year is the first time a
university has hosted the festival, and according to McEntee,
“forms a bridge between the
state festival and the state’s
land-grant school,” McEntee
said.
Because of its ties to the
university, the festival will be
incorporating a more diverse
set of sessions, according to
McEntee. Some of the sessions
include lessons on how to
brew beer and beekeeping.
McEntee encourages students and community members to come to the festival.
“There will be something
out there for everyone,” he
said.
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Brookings’ weirdest sweets with
world-renowned taster, Selena Yakabe

SELENA YAKABE & KATIE GEBAUER • The Collegian

Birthday cake fudge (top left), S’mores churros (top middle), dessert nachos (bottom left), cantaloupe ginger sorbet (bottom middle), and Cracker Jack banana cheesecake (right).

SELENA YAKABE
Lifestyles Editor
Editor’s note: Continuing the “Five Weirdest” series, this week, I ventured around Brookings with a few buddies to see what weird desserts the city has to offer. Unlike last week, I did not find all of these
desserts in the same place, and I even found some weird ones at chain
restaurants.
Places featured this week are: Buffalo Wild Wings, Applebee’s, Pheasant Restaurant and Lounge and Choco Latte.
1. Birthday Cake Fudge
A showcased item at Choco Latte, fudge flavors vary depending on the
season. The current seasonal flavors are birthday cake, Reese’s, Butterfinger, cookie dough and caramel pecan cheesecake.
Abbey Kephart, a barista at Choco Latte, said Rolfe Behrend, the
husband of the owner, makes the fudge, and during the peak holiday
season they sell around 100 pounds of fudge a week.
What Kephart had to say: “My favorite is the maple nut because it
tastes like pancakes. It’s the most comforting.”
My take: The flavor I tried was birthday cake, which is one of their
seasonal flavors. Imagine eating the batter of funfetti cake mix — that
is exactly what it tastes like. It’s pretty decent, but I’ve never been a
huge cake fan.
2. Dessert Nachos
This dessert item can be found at Buffalo Wild Wings. It contains
crispy tortillas topped with ice cream, fried cheesecake bites, cinnamon and sugar and is drizzled with caramel and chocolate sauce.
What Buffalo Wild Wings had to say: They did not respond back prior to
deadline, so unfortunately, we do not get to hear the glorious words of
BWW.
My take: So, so, so much sugar. But it was surprisingly good. I had

“Sexy Feast” brings
food, sex-ed to campus
ALLISON CHRISTENSON
Lifestyles Reporter
“L-L-L-Lick me like a lollipop” bumping from the speakers, the
crisp aroma of chicken wings, pizza and donuts floating throughout The Union and a sex education talk came together for the
“Sexy Feast” event.
The University Program Council (UPC) hosted the event
Thursday, Sept. 15, to educate students about sex, dating, love
and relationships.
Helen Conzemius, UPC vice president, said the event was
“definitely successful with 108 students in attendance.”
The speaker, Jay Friedman, a certified sex educator, food critic and professional writer, talked about how humans are “sexual beings,” no matter what their sexual orientation is, and there is
nothing wrong with it.
He advocated for open communication about sex and found a
way to tie certain foods to common sex-related topics. Friedman
said he chose this comparison method to make the conversation
about sex more lighthearted and fun for students.
For example, at one point in his presentation he talked about
bagels. His slogan for this slide was “Kegels with your Bagels”
where he discussed the importance of doing daily kegels, an exercise to strengthen your pelvic muscles to increase pleasure during
sex, while eating your bagel in the morning.
He said doing kegels multiple times a day, whether in the
morning or later in the day, can be beneficial for sex life.
UPC Lectures and Forums Coordinator Logan Johnson said
he was excited to have Friedman talk on campus because it was a
“fun, new way” to talk about sex that SDSU hasn’t had in previous years.
At one point in his lecture he discussed ramen, a well-known
meal among college students. Ramen relates to sex because “even
when you’re broke, you can have a good time,” Friedman said.
He spoke of serious issues as well. One such issue was consent. He related this to chicken wings and how some restaurants
will require you to sign a waiver before eating their hot wings.
“Just like those restaurants, you must receive consent from
your partner,” Friedman said.
Following the event, students expressed positive feelings toward the lecture, Conzemius said.
“They liked the different approach he had with food,” Conzemius said. “They (the audience) were laughing and engaged the
entire time.”

“Fun” facts about sex according to Friedman:
• It takes about four hours of sex to burn off one slice of pizza.
• The oldest man to first father a child was 90.
• The average shelf life for a condom is two years.

heard the fried cheesecake bites weren’t that good, and I’m still not
entirely sure how I feel about warm cheesecake, but they weren’t as
bad as what I was led to believe.
Though, keep in mind this dessert is extremely large. I shared it
with one other person, and we were not able to finish it. Props to you
if you eat a full meal and can finish this with one other person.
3. Cantaloupe Ginger Sorbet
Pheasant Restaurant and Lounge is relatively well-known locally for
their strange ice creams. They currently feature a cantaloupe ginger
sorbet crafted by Trevor Clements. Shawna Madison, a waitress at the
Pheasant, said they serve the flavor of ice cream until they run out.
Over the course of the year she has worked there, she has rarely seen
the same ice cream twice.
Madison said to look out for the next flavor of ice cream, which
she expects will be candied bacon. Though the cantaloupe ginger sorbet isn’t her favorite, she said there are many other good flavors Clements comes up with.
What Madison had to say: “He [Clements] has no idea what he’s going to do. He just goes on a whim and does whatever, even sometimes
while he’s making it he doesn’t know what he’ll put in it.”
My take: I was a little skeptical of the combination of ginger and
cantaloupe, even though I am a big ginger fan. It was definitely an interesting flavor — the sorbet wasn’t overwhelmingly ginger-ey at first,
but as I continued to eat it the flavor of ginger increased. If you’ve
ever eaten fresh ginger, you know the zingy, tingly, almost burning
sensation you get in your mouth, and that is what you get with this
sorbet.
On a random side note, ginger supposedly has health benefits (or
so I hear). A few bites of this were good and refreshing, but by the
end, I was definitely over the ginger.

Continued to A8

Beer nerds turn dreams to
reality 94 gallons at a time
SELENA YAKABE
Lifestyles Editor
The Collegian sat down with
Seth Koch of Wooden Legs
Brewing Company to get insight into the beer brewing
process and how Wooden Legs
came to be.
For Koch, a self-proclaimed
beer nerd, his love for beer
started about 15 years ago.
“I had spent time at Colorado State and Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago,”
Koch said. “And at both places I kind of fell in love with really good craft beer, and then
when I came to Brookings to
finish school at SDSU in 2003,
there was jack-diddly-crap.
There was an obvious deficit of
beers.”
That’s when Koch turned
to brewing at home to recreate
some of the brews he enjoyed.
After spending some time in
Europe, Koch paired up with
his high school friend Steven
Kreeger, and they later added on a third partner, Brant
Mathiason.
It started out as brewing in
a garage, but eventually they
decided to make beers professionally. After three years
of planning, Wooden Legs
opened in 2013.
“We originally wanted
to just do a brewery, but we
didn’t think that would work
in 2010, people just didn’t do it
[in South Dakota],” Koch said.
“So, we said we need to build
an environment for people to
be a beer nerd. We also wanted
to keep some of the nostalgia
from trips to Europe and to see
Steve in the UK.”
Wooden Legs Brewing
Company has since made hundreds of styles of beers using
various international grains
and ingredients, Koch said.

“The cool thing about all
brewing is that it really hasn’t
changed,” Koch said. “The process has pretty much stayed
the same throughout history.”

been added, chill the contents.
Wooden Legs uses a plate
and frame chiller, which Koch
said is basically an inverted
radiator.

The brewing process broken
down
Wooden Legs Brewing
Company tries to brew at least
twice a week and is able to
brew about 90 to 94 gallons of
beer in one batch.

Step 6: Place the hops in a fermenter and add yeast. The
yeast will consume the sugar,
produce carbon dioxide, produce flavor compounds and
most importantly, yeast will
produce ethyl alcohol.

Step 1: Take the malted grain,
grind it up, put it in the “mash
tub” and add water from the
hot tank.
“It looks like really poorly
made porridge,” Koch said.
Koch said they use from
120 to 200 pounds of grains
per batch depending on the
style of beer. More grain leads
to more fermentation and a
higher intensity of alcohol. But
color isn’t a good indicator of
alcohol content.
“Just because it’s dark
doesn’t mean it’s more or less
alcohol,” Koch said.

Step 7: Let the liquid sit in the
fermenter for weeks or months
(depending on the beer) and
then transfer it to storage vessel.
“Our beer is never pasteurized, packaged or filtered,”
Koch said.

Step 2: Let it sit for a specific
time at a specific temperature
at a specific pH (this varies
depending on what type of
beer you want to make). The
grain will then break down
and become water soluble.
Step 3: Extract the “liquid
grain” (basically sugar water)
from the mash tub and put it
into the kettle to boil.
Step 4: Once the “vat” of sugar
water is boiling, add in hops.
Koch said they add in anywhere from one to five pounds
of hops. Hops adds bitterness,
fragrance and is an antiseptic
that helps preserve the beer.
Step 5: After the hops have

Step 8 (Clean up): Part of this
includes removing the grain
husks and material that isn’t
water soluble from the mash
tub.
“We give this to a local
farmer that feeds it to cattle because cows love it,” Koch
said.
The love of beer is why
Wooden Legs Brewery is set up
to be a smaller brewery. This
kind of set-up allows Koch and
fellow brewers to “do whimsical stuff.”
The brewery has four to 13
craft brews on tap at any time.
But Koch said the goal is to
have around a dozen.
Wild Hare and Split Rock
Creek Pale Ale are a couple
of the most popular brews at
Wooden Legs, though each
customer has their own favorite. Koch said he doesn’t have a
specific favorite himself.
“I love it all,” Koch said.
“That’s the reason we do it.”
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Continued from A7

ing it because it was definitely
an experience.

4. Cracker Jack Banana
Cheesecake
This strange dessert is a new
feature on the Applebee’s
menu. It features banana
cheesecake topped with bananas foster sauce and Cracker Jack popcorn and peanuts.
What the Applebee’s general manager had to say: “It throws
you for a loop and has a banana hint, so that’s a little different. But it’s good.”
My take: This was just
weird, which I guess is the
point of finding the weirdest desserts in Brookings. But
again, this was just weird.
I’m assuming most people
have eaten banana bread, and
it was like eating a creamy,
cheesecake form of that. Then
it was combined with the
Cracker Jack popcorn on top,
and it was sort of sweet and
salty. I’ve never been a huge
fan of sweet and salty food
items, and although I have
liked a few, this was not one
of the few. However, don’t let
my opinion stop you from try-

5. Churro S’mores
Another food item offered on
Applebee’s menu. This is basically what it sounds like.
There are some strangely thin
churros served with chocolate sauce and melty marshmallows.
What Applebee’s general manager had to say: “It’s much better than normal S’mores.
Though, I personally like it
without the chocolate sauce.”
My take: I think I prefer my
churros and my S’mores separate. Compared to the Cracker Jack Banana Cheesecake, I
would take this any day, but it
was still not my favorite weird
dessert of the bunch.
Overall, I think this week
was somewhat of a fail just
because I couldn’t find a dessert that truly satisfied my
palate. If I had to choose,
the fudge or dessert nachos
would have to be my favorite.
Check back in next week for
the weirdest (and best) margaritas in Brookings.

FOODIE
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Always running to class in the morning? Use this recipe for an easy,
grab-and-go, healthy breakfast.
Food for the Foodie: Raspberry Vanilla Overnight Refrigerator Oatmeal
Ingredients:
• 1/4 cup uncooked old fashioned rolled oats
• 1/3 cup skim milk (or any milk)
• 1/4 cup low-fat Greek yogurt
• 1-1/2 teaspoons dried chia seeds
• 1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract

•
•

1 tablespoon raspberry jam, preserves, or
spread
1/4 to 1/3 cup raspberries (cut each berry in
half), or enough to fill a jar

Directions:
1. In a half pint (1 cup) jar, add oats, milk, yogurt, chia seeds, vanilla and raspberry jam.
2. Put the lid on the jar and shake until well combined.
3. Remove lid, add raspberries and stir until mixed throughout.
4. Return lid to jar and refrigerate overnight or as long as 2-3 days. Eat chilled.
Recipe retrieved from http://www.theyummylife.com/recipes/224

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

As fall fast approaches
career opportunities
present themselves for
the Jackrabbits. But
instead of hopping
into a tempting offer, it
might be better for you
to take a hop back and
review your options.

Libra

The sun is shining on
your carrot patch this
week, Jackrabbit. Your
friends are on your
side, love is in the air
and Hobo Dough is in
excess. Don’t be afraid
to spend a little more
on some good quality
carrot juice.

Taurus

Try not to get caught
up on the little things.
Although you may be
excited about planning
a trip outside the
rabbit den, it may be
beneficial to wait until
the end of the week. It
will give you time to
pack more carrots.

Scorpio

You may feel the need
to do some deeper
thinking this week. A
few nights in the rabbit
den may be the best
way to sort through
these thoughts. Roast
some carrots and kick
your paws up for some
rabbit time.

Gemini

You may be so excited
about investing your
money that you’re
wondering if you
should borrow some
more Hobo Dough. It
may seem like a good
idea now, but don’t put
all your cabbages in
one basket.

Sagittarius

Your thoughts could
be dominated by a
concern for a creative
goal or business
matter. This may
lead to you missing
out on a few prime
carrots elsewhere. But
don’t jeopardize your
aspirations on a whim.

Cancer

You might want to
jump ahead on a school
project, but don’t try to
force a faster pace than
the group can handle.
Hopping more slowly
will give you time to be
more creative. Slow and
steady wins the race.

Capricorn

You may be getting
your ears in a knot
thinking about future
plans. However,
you might find that
whatever decision you
make may get changed
or delayed next week
anyways. Don’ t hop in
circles around an issue.

Leo
Take some time this
week to head out to the
carrot patch for a night
outside of the den. A
fellow Jackrabbit may
catch your eye. This
new found interest
could grow to be a
new best friend or
something more.

Aquarius

Pulling your ears over
your eyes may feel
like the safer option,
but this week may
bring you out of your
comfort zone in a good
way. Don’t be afraid to
take a large hop in an
unknown direction and
see where it leads.

Virgo

Those plans to get
carrot juice with a
fellow Jackrabbit
may encounter some
unexpected changes.
But it’s not the end of
the world, Jackrabbits.
Look for alternatives,
there are better things
than carrot juice.

Pisces

Don’t waste your
breath hopping to
a carrot patch that
won’t bring as great of
a harvest as you had
hoped. Your mental
strength will be tested
this week, so flexibility
is a necessity. Weekend
fun will bring relief.
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OFFENSIVE EXPLOSION
Soccer team on three game winning streak

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian

Senior Lauren Kressock kicks the ball away from Drake’s Vanessa Kavan during their match Sunday, Sept. 18. The Jacks defeated the Bulldogs 3-0 and are home again Oct. 7 against
Western Illinois at 6 p.m.

VARUN BISHT
Sports Reporter
The South Dakota State soccer team improved to 5-4-1 this weekend by winning
games against University of Missouri Kansas City 3-2 Friday and Drake University Bulldogs 3-0 Sunday. This was the Jacks’
third win in a row.
The lead came early to SDSU when junior Jennie Scislow drove in a cross from
junior Nicole Hatcher in the fifth minute.
The equalizer came quick in the 10th minute from UMKC’s Reighan Childers. SDSU
regained the lead in the 20th minute when
senior Madison Yueill took full advantage

of a penalty shot making the score 2-1.
In the second half, redshirt junior McKenzie Wolf stunned the crowd when she
dribbled through the UMKC defense and
scored off the crossbar after receiving a
corner kick at the top of UMKC’s box. UMKC’s second goal came in the 90th minute
but the Jacks held on to win 3-2. The Kangaroos fell to 2-5-2.
In the game against Drake Sunday,
SDSU took down the unbeaten Bulldogs.
Hatcher netted her second goal of the season and opened the scoring line for SDSU
in the 23rd minute after receiving a welltimed cross from sophomore Shelby Raper.
SDSU doubled the lead in the 33rd minute

Duck numbers strong for
weekend hunting opener
MARK SANDQUIST
Outdoor Reporter

As the duck hunting season approaches, The Collegian’s outdoor reporter, Mark Sandquist,
gives his thoughts on the upcoming season.
Hunters should expect
to have a good start to the
2016 duck hunting season
around Brookings and its
surrounding counties. Duck
numbers have remained
high in the region as timely rains throughout the
summer provided excellent
brood rearing conditions for
the local duck population.
“The main survey was
up from last year roughly 20 percent for total duck
numbers,” said Rocco Murano, senior waterfowl biologist for South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks.
“Good local duck production was seen during duck
banding this summer, especially from mallards.”
For students gearing up
the weekend’s opener, expect to see good numbers
of mallards, blue-winged
teal and wood ducks while
afield. Summer rains have
left areas east of Highway
25 and south of U.S. Highway 212 full of water as

hunting season nears, so
look to this part of the prairie pothole region to hold
large numbers of ducks.
In preparation for the
season, many students have
already put in time scouting new locations in search
of duck hunting spots. John
Mayrose, a junior wildlife
and fisheries major and avid
hunter, is impressed with
duck numbers around the
area.
“There are a lot of ducks
everywhere,” Mayrose said.
“Even on public ground, it
shouldn’t be hard to find
ducks.”
This is good news for
Mayrose along with other
college students who rely on
public lands for duck hunting opportunities.
The 2016 South Dakota Public Land Atlas, which
can be found online or at
local licensing retailers, is
one tool to begin the search
for areas to hunt opening
weekend.
Unlike some seasons,
weather conditions have
been favorable so far for
duck hunters in the Brookings area.

Continued to B3

DAILY LIMITS

Ducks: six and
comprised of no
more than:
• Five Mallards, which
may include no more
than two hens
• Three Scaup
• Three Wood Ducks
• Two Redheads
• Two Pintails
• Two Canvasbacks
POSSESSION LIMIT

Three times the daily
limit for each species.
SHOOTING HOURS

One-half hour before
sunrise to sunset.

when junior Julia Lam received a cross at
the near post where she shot it past the diving keeper.
In the 83rd minute, sophomore Hannah
Evans received a cross from Hatcher and
sent it into the top right of the goal, beating
the charging goalkeeper and the Jacks won
3-0. This was the Jacks’ fourth game with
three or more goals.
Hatcher was named Summit League Offensive Player of the Week after her goal
and an assist in the two games.
The Jackrabbits will open Summit
League play when they take on the Fort
Wayne Mastadons in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
on Oct.1.

Cal Poly rushes to
victory over SDSU
COREY KORTH
Reporter
With South Dakota State
University hosting its 50th
annual Beef Bowl Saturday night, it only made sense
for something to get cooked.
Unfortunately for most of
the 16,887 fans at Dana
J. Dykhouse Stadium, the
home team’s defense served
as the main course for visiting Cal Poly.
The Mustangs racked up
601 total offensive yards in a
38-31 shootout victory over
the tenth-ranked Jackrabbits.
Junior wide receiver
Jake Wieneke caught three
touchdowns for the second
straight game to break Jeff
Tiefenthaler’s career record
of 32 receiving touchdowns,
which had stood since 1986.
The junior from Maple Grove, Minnesota also
moved into second place on
the career receiving yard list
with his nine-catch, 114-yard
performance, but said these
accomplishments don’t mean
as much as the ‘L’ still went
into the win-loss column.
“It’s pretty cool and special, but we got the loss,”
Wieneke said.
Junior fullback Joe

Protheroe’s 13-yard rushing touchdown with 2:28 remaining gave the Mustangs
the lead and junior defensive
back Aaron Bouzos’ interception of Jackrabbit sophomore quarterback Taryn
Christion on the following
drive sealed Cal Poly’s victory.
Cal Poly (2-1) utilized its
triple-option offensive attack to gash the SDSU defense, racking up 440 yards
and four touchdowns on
the ground. Protheroe led
the way for the Big Sky program, gaining 217 yards and
two scores on 31 carries. Junior hybrid running back/receiver Kyle Lewis added 188
all-purpose yards and two
touchdowns to send SDSU
into its bye week 1-2.
Jackrabbits Head Coach
John Stiegelmeier came
away “disappointed” by his
team’s performance, particularly the defense, which has
allowed 600-plus yards twice
this season.
“They ran their offense
and we could not stop it,”
Stiegelmeier said. “Some of
it was a little bit of scheme,
some of it was confusion … I
give them a ton of credit.”

Continued to B3
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in brief

Golf
The South Dakota State
Men’s Golf team placed 12th
out of 18 teams at the Ram
Masters Invitational in Fort
Collins, Colorado, after the
final round ended on Tuesday. Colorado State University won the event shooting
a one-over par 844.
Freshman Alejandro Restrepo led the way for the
Jacks as he tied for 17th. In
the first round, Restrepo eagled the par five first hole
and ended the tournament five-over par 215. Senior Grant Smith tied for
35th shooting a 219. Other results for the Jacks were
sophomore Alejandro Perazzo tying for 52nd place
and junior Naqiuddin Fuad
tying for 65th place. Jacob

Otta finished tying for 70th.
The Jackrabbits shot 40
over par with 880 strokes
total.
Next up is the SDSU
hosted event The Jackrabbit, in Valentine, Nebraska.
SDSU is hosting this event.
The two-day tournament
will begin Sept. 25 and have
a final round Sept. 27. Competitors in this years field
will be SDSU Jackrabbits, Nebraska Cornhuskers, Missouri Tigers, Central Florida Black Knights,
Clemson Tigers, Tennessee
Volunteers, Oregon State
Beavers, UConn Huskies,
Creighton Blue Jays, Furman Paladins and The William & Mary Tribe.

Tennis
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Three Jacks had top five finishes over the weekend at the River Forest Collegiate Invitational in Illinois. The men’s tennis team next play in
Nebraska on Sept. 30.

The South Dakota State
men’s tennis team had
three members with top
five finishes this weekend.
The Jacks traveled to Forest, Illinois, for the River Forest Collegiate Invitational.
Junior Marco Paulo
Castro finished fourth in
the No. 2 singles bracket.
Castro won a tough first
match against Marcelo
Dib of the University Illinois-Chicago 6-4 and 7-6.
He then fell to Joao Garreto of Youngstown State
University in the third
place match 6-2 and 6-4.
Castro and his fellow sophomore teammate
Elliot Ward finished in
fourth place in the No.3

doubles bracket. The duo
defeated Saint Louis University 6-4 but fell to Depaul University 6-3 in the
third place match.
Sophomore Chuck
Tang rounded out the top
five finishes when he took
fifth in the No. 5 singles
bracket. Tang fell in his
first match to YSU’s Luke
Purser 6-3 and 6-2. He the
defeated Daniel Martinez
of Southern Illinois University in the fifth place
match 7-6 and 6-0.
The Jacks will head
to Tulsa, Oklahoma, Oct.
1 for 2016 Saint Francis
Health System ITA Men’s
All-American Championships hosted by the University of Tulsa.

FANTASY FOOTBALL
By CURTIS SAGER
Have you ever seen that popular meme with Oprah telling people, “you get one, you get one and you get
one?” Well, I am pretty sure she has been handing out injuries to NFL teams over the course of the first
two weeks of the season. Adrian Peterson, Jonathan Stewart, Jimmy Garoppolo, Danny Woodhead and
many others all went down this week. This is the reason why the late round draft picks are so crucial. You
need to draft well and have good depth at key positions to overcome adversity.

Players who exceeded expectations:
RYAN TANNEHILL

GIOVANI BERNARD

STEFON DIGGS

GREG OLSEN

Miami Dolphins
Quarterback

Cincinnati Bengals
Running Back

Minnesota Vikings
Wide Receiver

Carolina Panthers
Tight End

As far as good quarterbacks go, Tannehill
is certainly on the lower end of the spectrum.
He had a top-five fantasy day on Sunday in a losing effort against the Patriots.
Tannehill threw for 398 yards and two
touchdowns. He would have been this
week’s top fantasy QB if it wasn’t for his
two interceptions.
Tannehill could be a nice addition to
your team if you are lacking QB depth,
but he is streaky at best and a serious
gamble.

Bernard is one of my favorite running
backs in the league, and that is mainly
attributed to his versatility. He did not
have a fantastic week as a runner, five
carries for 17 yards, but what makes
him special is his pass catching ability.
He caught nine passes for 100 yards
and a touchdown this week. He was the
seventh highest scoring RB this week
in standard leagues and the second
highest scoring player in PPR leagues.
He had a nice week, and I would
recommend playing him as at least a
flex if not a RB2 every week.

I love it when I get the chance to write
about a Viking player. My main man
Diggs absolutely torched the Packers this
week in a winning effort at the opening
of the Vikings’ new stadium.
He caught nine passes for 187 yards
and a touchdown. He was the top receiver in standard and PPR leagues this
week and is the overall top receiver in
PPR leagues so far this year.
I honestly hope Diggs can keep the
momentum going and be the best receiver this year.

Well, it has only been two weeks but I
think I was wrong about Olsen.
After two weeks and a lot of inconsistency in the tight end column, Olsen has
proven that he is not slowing down as he
gets older. He caught five passes for 122
yards and a touchdown this week.
Olsen will likely stay on top of the TE
list due to the fact that he is Cam Newton’s favorite target.

Who to watch for next week:
MATT RYAN

FOZZY WHITTAKER

COREY COLEMAN

JACOB TAMME

Atlanta Falcons
Quarterback

Carolina Panthers
Running Back

Cleveland Browns
Wide Receiver

Atlanta Falcons
Tight End

I realize that Matt Ryan was my quarterback to look for last week, but he is still
only owned in 48 percent of leagues.
Seriously people, what are you doing?
He is the top scoring fantasy quarterback
through the first two weeks.
This week he is playing the Saints
who allow opposing quarterbacks to
flourish against their defense, and he has
Julio Jones beside him, who is arguably
one of the best receivers in the game to
throw to. If I don’t see him owned in over
90 percent of leagues next week, I am
going to be thoroughly disappointed.

After Jonathan Stewart went down Sunday, Whittaker came in to relieve him
and did a very nice job. He carried the
ball 16 times for 100 yards, he also
caught three passes for 31 yards.
He will be a decent bridge for you if
Stewart was your starter but certainly
not a long term solution.
The only thing that worries me about
him this week is that the Vikings defense
has been incredible up to this point and I
hope they continue to dominate.

The rookie out of Baylor is looking
good after the first two weeks of the season. Considering that so far this has been
a crazy year for receivers, Coleman could
be a nice play.
The Browns are an awful team, that
goes without saying, but they are facing
the Dolphins this week who have given
up the ninth most fantasy points to opposing receivers. I think Coleman has a
favorable match-up and if you can play
him as a WR2 or Flex I would not hesitate.

I guess there might be some fear in the
fantasy football world of owning Falcon’s
players.
Tamme is the sixth best TE so far
this year and owned by only 11 percent
of ESPN leagues. Now considering that
tight ends this year have been a mystery
to everyone, he is not all that tantalizing
but seems to be a safer bet than a lot of
the other options out there.

Thanks for reading this week’s Fantasy Football Update. I always love writing it and would love some
reader feedback. One last final shout out to my Vikings for making Aaron Rodgers cry this week, as well
as about a million packer fans, including my cheese head brother-in-law. As always if you have any line-up
questions ask me on Twitter @GoodFntsyAdvice
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Volleyball team starts conference play Saturday
SCOTT ENGEN
Sports Reporter
The South Dakota State volleyball
team will square off against IUPUI at 7 p.m. Friday night in Frost
Arena. It’ll be the Jacks’ first Summit League match of the season.
SDSU (1-11) will head into the
matchup with a nine-game losing
streak.
Coming off of a tough three
sets to one loss to University of
North Dakota Wednesday, Sept.
14, SDSU is looking to regroup
with the week off and get their
first win since Aug. 27.
“There’s a lot of different things
working against us, one of them
being injuries. We have a lot of injuries going on right now, we have
people playing out of position,
which means we don’t have the
depth,” said Head Coach Nicole
Cirillo. “I think that’s what hurt us
Wednesday, we ran out of gas.”
The Jacks have been led by senior Ashley Beaner and junior
Ellie Benson so far this season.
Beaner leads the team on offense,
while Benson anchors the defense.
Beaner is first on the team for
kills with 129 and kills per set with

3.22. She also has had double-digit kills in eight of the team’s 12
matches this season.
The team’s libero, Benson, was
named The Summit League Volleyball Defensive Player of the
Week. This is Benson’s first Player of the Week award. She was
able to record 32 digs last match
against UND, tying the SDSU record set in 2012 by Shay Birath.
Benson became just the fifth
player in South Dakota State history to record 30 or more digs in a
match.
“Ellie was beyond fantastic.
She did her job as libero and it
payed off,” Cirillo said. “A well-deserved accolade for sure.”
IUPUI is coming into the
match with a 4-11 record. They
beat University of Wisconsin
Green Bay, who SDSU lost to earlier in the season. Last season the
Jaguars went 21-10 overall and
12-4 in conference play.
The Jags are led by juniors
Kori Waelbroeck and Gabby Fisher. Waelbroeck leads the team in
total kills with 175 and kills per
set with 3.35. Fisher is second on
the team in kills per set with 2.81.
Fisher is also second on the team

in total digs with 166 and digs per
set with 3.19.
The Jacks are coming off a season last year where they went 4-12
in conference season after getting
just three wins in the non-conference matches. This year, with only
one win heading into conference
play, Cirillo is focused on improving everyday in practice rather
than on the win and loss column.
“For us, I don’t think the stakes
are truly higher [for conference
matches], we’re not at that point
yet where we’re truly competing
day-in and day-out to get those
wins,” Cirillo said. “Do we want
them and is that our goal? Yes, but
we still have a lot of other things
to take care of.”
Cirillo said they have to limit
errors and play good defense.
“If we stay aggressive and keep
them on their toes, we’re going
to earn some points. We need to
continue to do some of the things
we’ve done defensively on top of
our offensive side,” Cirillo said.
“We need to be better at predicting teams, I think that’s one of our
weaknesses right now … We need
to figure out a way to make our job
a lot easier.”

sdsucollegian.com
>> DUCK HUNTING
Continued from B1
Relatively stable temperatures without any
harsh cold fronts mean the
local population of mallards, teal and wood ducks
have remained in the region. The weather has
helped hunters who have
been on the search scouting
for ducks.
Blue-winged teal usually make up a large portion
of the ducks harvested early-season in eastern South
Dakota. That being said,
they are one of the first
ducks to head south each
fall for their annual winter
migration. To the benefit
of local hunters, most teal
have hung around the area
and should offer tremendous opportunities for all.
Brookings and its surrounding region had great
brood rearing conditions.
Broods, which are youngof-the-year birds, had the
perfect environment to survive this year. A dry period
occurred during the nesting season, which was critical to keep nests from
flooding and hens from los-

ing their eggs. After hatching, the young leave their
nests. Rain is welcomed at
this time, providing food
and habitat for these young
ducks. This was the instance this year, which resulted in high duck populations.
The 60-day waterfowl
season opens this Saturday,
Sept. 24, for the Low Plains
– Middle Zone, which encompasses Brookings and
a large portion of eastern
South Dakota. Typically, local puddle ducks are the
first birds to be harvested. As weeks pass into the
season, other puddle ducks
like gadwall, pintails and
green-winged teal show up
in numbers. Late fall brings
cooler weather and a large
push of mallards and diving ducks into the area
from the north.
Opening weekend is an
exciting kickoff to the duck
hunting season. Between
good habitat conditions,
high bird numbers and favorable weather, there
should be great hunting in
the region this weekend.
“I see no reason why it
shouldn’t be a really good
opener,” Murano said.

>> FOOTBALL
Continued from B1
The Mustang front-seven rarely allowed Christion to
get comfortable in the pocket, consistently applying pressure and forcing the sophomore to scramble and hurry his throws. Christion twice
left the game in pain, walking gingerly off the field with
a right ankle injury, before returning the following series
each time.
He finished the game with
252 yards and three touchdowns, while senior Zach Lujan threw a touchdown to
Wieneke on the first drive of
the game while the Jackrabbit
medical staff treated Christion on the sideline.
The Mustangs only passed
11 times, but senior quarterback Dano Graves proved effective when given the opportunity, completing nine
throws for 161 yards and one
touchdown.
Stiegelmeier said his concerns about the team go beyond this loss, the lack of a
running game or the high
yardage total his defense is
giving up.
“My biggest concern is not
the loss,” Stiegelmeier said.
“My biggest concern is our
spirit, our confidence, our belief in ourselves. But I believe
in our leadership, I believe in
our coaches and I think we’ll
be back. I know we’ll be back.”
Senior linebacker Jesse
Bobbit led all defenders with
16 tackles and said the upcoming off week comes at an
opportune time before Missouri Valley Football Conference play.
“It’s a good time for a bye
week,” Bobbit said. “We need
to get our minds right and
prepare for Valley.”
SDSU opens conference
play Oct. 1 at home versus
Western Illinois University.
Kickoff for Military Appreciation Day is slated for 6 p.m.

PHOTOS BY PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian

(Top left:) Jake Wieneke stretches to escape Cal Poly’s Jerek Rosales. (Top right:) Isaac Wallace fights to get away from Cal Poly’s Jack Ferguson. (Bottom:) Taryn Christion pauses before making a pass during the Sept. 17 game against Cal Poly State University. The Jacks are home again Oct. 1 at 6 p.m. against Western Illinois.
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A long way from home Feature Photos:
International students attend
SDSU for tennis, academics
CALEB CHRISTENSEN
Reporter
Students often hear about people from Illinois, Kansas or Florida coming to play sports at
South Dakota State and wonder
why they came here. The men’s
and women’s tennis teams have
players from places farther than
a couple states away.
Out of the 18 players on the
tennis teams, 15 of them are international student athletes
from England, Brazil, Croatia
and Venezuela.
Many international players
come to the United States because they want to get an education while playing tennis, which
isn’t always an option elsewhere.
“Most international kids
look at your school, they look at
the education and if they have
any connectivity at that school,”
Head Coach Joey Barnes said.
“They might have had a friend
that played at that school, so
they feel a sense of familiarity to
the school.”
Barnes makes sure when he
is recruiting his players that they
know that school comes first.
“School is the number one
priority,” Barnes said. “They
need to make sure they get that
done with and then think to
themselves if they can do the
tennis thing for all four years
and if they like it.”
Iasmin Rosa, a senior civil engineering major from Vila
Velha, Espirito Santo, Brazil,
knew she wanted both. Rosa
said the support for tennis at
college is stronger in the United
States than it is in Brazil. There,
she would be forced to pick one
or the other.
“I wanted to be a civil engineer from the beginning. The recruiting company [I used] had
three schools that wanted me,”
Rosa said. “One didn’t have a
civil engineering program, and
the other wasn’t a Division I
school and I wanted to play Division I.”
She’s been playing tennis
since she was 7 years old. Her
brothers and father picked her
up from school and she watched

them play tennis for hours. She
started to hit the ball against a
wall to herself until she started
to play with her family.
As she grew, Rosa started attending school during the day
and attending an academy at
night where she practiced for a
couple hours with a trainer.
“I came here more for academics than tennis, but now it’s
more of both,” Rosa said. “It’s
more of like a package deal, I get
to play tennis and go to school to
do what I want.”
Scouting at the international level isn’t the same as scouting across the United States. Recruiting companies help athletes
overseas and make them take academic tests needed for education in the United States. The
companies also help the international athletes make a recruitment video and send them to
coaches in the U.S.
“The scouting is all the same,
they are tennis players,” Barnes
said. “All tennis players are the
same, they all have that one job
that they want to get done when
they step onto the court.”
Barnes has been in the tennis community long enough to
know his way around.
“I am lucky because I travel
a lot and I know a lot of coaches and friends from all around
the world that know about all
of these international players,”
Barnes said. “I’ve been around
the tennis community a long
time, and I don’t hesitate to
call the representatives at these
academies.”
The international players are
used to being away from home.
Before they start at SDSU,
they’re already traveling their
country for tournaments. Some
players will go to academies
eight or nine months out of the
year and also play tournaments.
Rosa also knows what it’s
like to be away from home. She
was an exchange student in high
school in Louisiana.
“SDSU was the best choice
and I don’t regret my decision at
all,” Rosa said. “I love it here.”
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Erin Mullen slides into home during the 11 a.m. game on Saturday, Sept. 17 against St. Cloud State. The Jacks take on the
University of Sioux Falls on Sept. 25 at 1p.m.

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian

McKenzie Wolf (left) chests the ball while Darien Poelstra during the game against Drake on Sept. 18; the Jacks won 3-0 for
their third win in a row. The Jacks play again on Oct. 7 at 6p.m. against Western Illinois.
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